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            Pedal in Style with Our Trending Cycling Products
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                Explore your choices

                Unleash Your Riding Potential: Explore a World of Cycling Choices
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                            Buy online MTB Cycle & Bicycles in India at very affordable prices from the most trusted mountain bikes brands and manufacturers in India. Check out our new collection & Mountain bikes online today!

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Order Now
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                            Buy online gear cycles & Bicycles in India at very affordable prices from the most trusted cycle brands and manufacturers in India. Check out our new collection & buy gear bicycles online today!

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Order Now
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                            Buy online Ladies cycles & Bicycles in India at very affordable prices from the most trusted cycle brands and manufacturers in India. Check out our new collection & buy Ladies bicycles online today!

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Order Now
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                                                                                                Kids
                            

                            Buy online kids cycles & Bicycles in India at very affordable prices from the most trusted cycle brands and manufacturers in India. Check out our new collection & buy kids bicycles online today!

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Order Now
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                            Buy online Electric Cycle & Bicycles in India at very affordable prices from the most trusted E-Bike brands and manufacturers in India. Check out our new collection & E-Bike Online today!

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Order Now
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                            Buy online Fat Bikes & Bicycles in India at very affordable prices from the most trusted cycle brands and manufacturers in India. Check out our new collection & buy gear bicycles online today!

                                                                                                                                                                                                            Order Now
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                            Buy online hybrid cycles & Bicycles in India at very affordable prices from the most trusted cycle brands and manufacturers in India. Check out our new collection & buy hybrid bicycles online today!

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Order Now
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                            Buy online Roadster Cycle & Bicycles in India at very affordable prices from the most trusted Roadster Bike brands and manufacturers in India. Check out our new collection & Roadster Bikes  Online today!

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Order Now
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                            Buy online Edze Bikes & Bicycles in India at very affordable prices from the most trusted cycle brands and manufacturers in India. Check out our new collection & buy Edze bicycles online today!

                                                                                                                                                Order Now
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            Discover Our Story and Passion for Cycling
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                Since 1952
                Serving you from decades.
            

           The beginnings were small offering classic example of the enterprising Punjabi spirit. In the early days of the country’s independence post partition in 1947, the legendary Pahwa Brothers dreamt of providing the common man an affordable means of mobility.
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            Testimonials

            Thrilled Customers Share Their Cycling Experiences

        

        
                        
                
                    
                        Versatile bike for city
                    

                    
                        I recently purchased a Cyclux bicycle, and I couldn't be happier with my choice. The Cyclux brand represents top-notch quality and performance. The bike's sleek design and attention to detail are truly impressive. It offers a smooth and comfortable ride, making every journey a delightful experience. Whether I'm cycling through the city streets or exploring off-road trails, the Cyclux bicycle never disappoints. I highly recommend Cyclux to any cycling enthusiast looking for a reliable and stylish ride
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                                    Verified Purchase
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                                Anuj
                                Punjab
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                        Perfect bicycle for my child
                    

                    
                        Finding the perfect bicycle for my child was important to me, and I'm thrilled to have found it with the kids bicycle from AVON. This bike combines safety, durability, and fun in one package. The bright and attractive design immediately caught my child's attention. The bike is built to withstand the active play of children, ensuring it will last for years to come. Thank you,Avon, for providing an exceptional kids bicycle that both parents and children can trust and enjoy.
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                    Need Help?
                     0161 468 4800
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                    We care

                    Your Cycling Satisfaction is Our Priority: We Care About Your Experience
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                            Assemble your Bike with Toolkit
                            Available for all products. click here to watch video
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                            Need Assembly Assistance?
                            Call us at +91-76960 89989
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                            One of the MOST Trusted Brand
                        

                    


            

        


    



    
        
            Our Brands

            Quality and Performance: Explore Our Trusted Cycling Brands
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		Buy Cycles Online from Avon Cycles


We, Avon Cycles, are the largest cycle manufacturer in India and a trusted choice of cycling enthusiasts who thrive on counting on their every ride. It has been our greatest pleasure to serve the most cost-effective, convenient, and sustainable mobility solutions across the country. Catering to diverse needs, categories, and preferences, we offer an exclusive range of bicycles for men, women, and kids that are meticulously designed considering the latest trends, innovations, and advancements. Our dedication and commitment to top-quality, unbeatable performance, and unique style ensure that your every ride is safe and secure with Avon Cycles.


We have something for everyone, whether you are commuting, running errands, hiking, or taking short trips to long and arduous trips, our collection will inspire you, giving you all the thrills and chills you could ever want. ... 
  


Every bike at Avon Cycles is a masterpiece in itself and a blend of creativity, innovation, and functionality. Our cycles' superior frame material, highly functional suspension, brakes, gear systems, and versatile tyres and wheels have set the standard in the cycling industry. From comfort and convenience to providing excellent traction and stability when you hike steep slopes, mountains, and snowy and sandy paths, Avon Cycles' new model cycle collection of the best MTB bikes, hybrid cycles, geared cycles, city bikes, and electric cycles is what works as the best companion for you. Even our top-notch electric bike collection fulfills the urge for sustainability in this constantly rising industry.


We make sure you cherish and enjoy every moment of yours and inculcate good and healthy practices by cycling daily with us! Search for "buy cycles online" or "cycle shop near me" and see the magic of Avon Cycles in getting the one your heart desires! Also, explore the Avon Cycles prices.




Choose from a Wide Range of Cycles Offered by Avon 


Looking for a high-performance bike either for hiking, riding, or exercising? Exploring a range as wide as the experience a cycle gives would blow your mind. Avon Cycles has a wide range of bicycles for beginners and professionals in the broad Indian cycling market. Buy cycle online from a renowned bicycle store!


Mountain Bikes: Easing your off-road trails and adding adventurous elements to them, Avon Cycle's mountain bikes are just the perfect blend of adrenaline rush. With the highest durability, power, and enhanced performance, a mountain bike can take on the most challenging terrain while providing excellent traction and stability. Indulge in a wide range of MTB cycles under Rs 20000 and choose the best for you.


Geared Cycles: Avon Cycle's gear cycles have become the most popular choice among riders. The multiple-gear system and easy control and shifting will make your ride smooth and seamless, allowing you to pedal faster and easier, hence making it all worth the gear cycle price.


City Bikes: Our range of best city bikes, the general purpose bikes, are curated to ease down your local commuting and daily errands around the town, navigating you through your path. If you are a casual or local commuter wanting cost-effective mobility solutions, buy a cycle designed for local rides with Avon Cycles. 


Fat Bikes:Fat bikes are off-road bicycles with wide-sized tyres that ensure outstanding traction and excellent stability over any terrain, from snow to sand. Avon Cycles fat bikes allow you to embark on an exciting ride, giving you an unbeatable riding experience. 
  

Electric Cycles: Keeping sustainability as a priority, Avon E-cycles are doing wonders for the environment as a whole, including providing you with a smooth ride with all the practicalities. You'll also make a cost-effective choice when you choose Avon Cycles for ladies, men's, or kids' cycles.


Pick From Avon Cycle Wide Collection For Different Category
 

For Kids: Avon Cycle offers the most attractive, comfortable, and versatile range of cycle for kids to get them excited to pedal around their way and get them engaged with outdoor activities. The range of cycle under Rs 10000 varies from different colours, patterns, and sizes to choose the best for them.
 
For Women:The range of ladies cycles at Avon Cycles, including the best city bikes or hybrid bicycles, is uniquely curated for passionate women bikers and independent minds to enhance their mood and confidence. Avon Cycle offers a great opportunity for women around the world to prioritize themselves and their health and explore the paths alongside nature by cycling every day. 

For Men: Our incredible collection of mens cycles consists of the best city bikes for everyday commuting and mountain bikes for hiking and other sports, ensuring practicality at its best. No matter if you are looking for the "best boys bike" or the "best men bike", we have high-end bikes for everyone. 


How to Choose the Best Cycle?
 

You might be searching for the best cycle brands in India. From the plethora of options, let us simplify your process, take you through the factors you can consider while buying a cycle online, and help you make an informed decision.


Decide on Your Budget: Always keep a check on your budget before you decide to order cycle online,. 


Know Your Purpose:  Knowing the purpose of buying a cycle would ease your buying process. Be it for an adventurous off-road hike, an on-road adventure, local errands, urban commuting, or exercising; you can find every cycle with Avon Cycles.
  

Colour and Design: Choose the colour, design, and model that fit your preferences well to enhance your cycling experience. 


Check for Features: Look for better and enhanced features to make a compelling choice. 

  
Avon Cycle is one of the best cycle brands in India, offering an incredible range of cycles that fit every preference. You can find everything under one roof, from budget to colour, design, and functionality. Search "buy bicycle online from Avon Cycles" and dive in to choose the perfect companion from the exclusive bicycle store!

 
Cities Where Avon Cycles Deliver 

Avon Cycles, being the leading Indian best bicycle brand and one of the top 10 cycle brands in India, has set marks all over the country with their commitment to safe, free delivery along with superior quality and well-designed, innovative models. Spanning around the major cities of Delhi, Hyderabad, Mumbai, Bangalore, Chennai, Kolkata, Ahmedabad, and Pune, Avon Cycle makes sure to ease the process for convenient cycle booking at your location. Go check out the appealing range of products to know the cycle rates at your location.


We have a dedicated, efficient team that tracks your order and ensures that it reaches you safely. There are also locations where you can book and send gifts in Jaipur, Ludhiana, Kanpur, Lucknow, Jamshedpur, Vadodara, Surat, Vellore, Nagpur, Ghaziabad, Chandigarh, Indore, Amritsar, and more. Speed up to book the best cycle in India! 


Frequently Asked Questions

     
1. Which is the best site to buy cycles?

You can find a variety of options, but Avon Cycles has the best bicycle store for every category.
 

2. Where is the best place to buy cycling online in India?

Avon Cycles, India’s second-largest cycle manufacturer, is the best and most trusted place to buy bicycles in India, either online or from bicycle stores.
 

3. Which is the best cycle to buy in India?

Avon Cycles collections are the most popular and the latest to buy. However, out of all the types of bikes, MTB bikes are excellent.
 
        
4. Can I use MTB cycles for long rides?

Yes, you can take mountain bikes for long rides, as they are strong and reliable.
 


 Read more
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                        G T Road, Dhandari Kalan, Ludhiana-141003, Punjab, India

                        0161 468 4800 |  +917696089989
                        Office Address 1

                    
	
                        Avon Newage Cycles Pvt. Ltd., Lall kalan, On LDH-CHD Road, near Neelon Bridge, Ludhiana.

                        
                        Plant Address 1

                    
	
                        Avon Cycles Ltd., plot No. NS-4, F1 & F2, E.P.I.P, Hajipur Vaishali.

                       
                        Plant Address 2

                    
	
                        avon@avoncycles.com
                        Email

                    
	
                        6 Days a week from 10-00 am to 6-00 pm

                        Timings
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